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Abstract: We discuss the diboson excess seen by the ATLAS collaboration around 2 TeV
in the LHC run I at
p
s = 8 TeV. We explore the possibility that such an excess can arise
from a Z 0 boson which acquires mass through a U(1)X Stueckelberg extension. The corre-
sponding Z 0 gauge boson is leptophobic with a mass of around 2 TeV and has interactions
with SU(2)L Yang-Mills elds and gauge elds of the hypercharge. The analysis predicts
Z 0 decays into WW and ZZ as well as into Z. Further three-body as well as four-body
decays of the Z 0 such as WWZ, WW, WWZZ etc are predicted. In the analysis we
use the helicity formalism which allows us to exhibit the helicity structure of the Z 0 decay
processes in an transparent manner. In particular, we are able to show the set of vanishing
helicity amplitudes in the decay of the massive Z 0 into two vector bosons due to angular
momentum conservation with a special choice of the reference momenta. The residual
set of non-vanishing helicity amplitudes are identied. The parameter space of the model
compatible with the diboson excess seen by the ATLAS experiment at
p
s = 8 TeV is ex-
hibited. Estimate of the diboson excess expected at
p
s = 13 TeV with 20 fb 1 of integrated
luminosity at LHC run II is also given. It is shown that the WW , ZZ and Z modes are
predicted to be in the approximate ratio 1 : cos2 W (1 + tan
2 W )
2=2 : (1 )2 sin2 W =2
where  is the strength of the coupling of Z 0 with the hypercharge gauge eld relative to
the coupling with the Yang-Mills gauge elds. Thus observation of the Z mode as well as
three-body and four-body decay modes of the Z 0 will provide a denite test of the model
and of a possible new source of interaction beyond the standard model.
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The ATLAS collaboration at CERN [1] has seen a diboson excess around 2 TeV in the WZ,
WW , and ZZ channels with local signicance of 3.4, 2.6, and 2.9 in that order. In
this work we discuss a model where the source of the diboson excess is a Z 0 boson which
gains mass through the Stueckelberg mechanism [2{12] and has interactions with SU(2)L
Yang-Mills gauge bosons. Our model diers in signicant ways from a variety of other
models that have been proposed to explain the excess. These include models with strong
dynamics [13], W 0 models [14], models based on strings [15], composite spin zero boson
models [16], and many others [17{63].
2 Z0 to Diboson decays
We consider a U(1)X extension of the standard model with C(x) as the gauge boson and

















$  ; (2.1)
where F and B are the SU(2)L and U(1)Y eld strengths, a is the SU(2)L index,  is the
strength of the coupling of C with the hypercharge gauge eld relative to the coupling
with the Yang-Mills gauge elds and is a free parameter, and the new physics scale  will be
determined by experiment. In eq. (2.1) we are using the Stueckelberg mechanism to make
the Lagrangian gauge invariant. This occurs due to the following gauge transformations
of C and : C ! C   @ ;  ! M. Thus the interactions is U(1)X and SU(2)L
gauge invariant. For more details of Stueckelberg mechanism and the Stueckelberg U(1)
extension of standard model or minimal supersymmetric standard model, see [2{4].
In the unitary gauge we dene Z 0 = (
1
M @+C). These interactions will describe the
possible decays of the Z 0 into two-body, three-body and four-body states. After expansion,

























Further after spontaneous breaking of the electroweak symmetry we will have a Lagrangian
describing the interactions of the Z 0 with W;Z and . For the two-body decays the possible
modes are W+W , ZZ, Z. In addition, eq. (2.1) also provides three- and four-body
























ZZ   sin W cos W (@AZ   @AZ)

; (2.3)
where sin W = g=
p
g2 + g02; cos W = g0=
p
g2 + g02. First we notice Z 0 to diphoton chan-
nel automatically vanishes consistent with the Landau-Yang theorem [67{71]. As seen
from eq. (2.3) the non-vanishing two-body decays consist of the nal states W+W , ZZ,
Z. For the case  = 1 the Z 0 ! Z mode vanishes. In the analysis of these nal states




















(cos2 W +  sin
2 W )
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(1  ) sin W cos W

(0  )(  k0)  (0  k0)(  )

; (2.6)
where 0; ; ;  denote the polarization vector of Z 0;W; Z; . To see the helicity structure
of the above amplitudes more explicitly, we now apply the spinor helicity formalism. A
massless spin one gauge boson has two degrees of freedom, corresponding to up and down
helicities. They are expressed by the polarization vectors + and 
 
 and can be written
as [64]











where k is the momentum of the particle and r is the reference momentum which can be
chosen to be any light-like momentum except k. Here the momenta with spinor indices are
2-component commutative spinors, and they are dened as p

a _a =  pap_a. It's easy to
show +(k; r) +(k; ~r)  k where ~r is some other free chosen reference momentum. Since
the whole amplitude is invariant under the gauge transformation  !  + k, choosing
dierent reference momentum for a massless gauge boson does not change the result.
A massive spin one gauge boson which is expressed by its polarization vector , con-


















 = 0 eliminates one degree of freedom of the four-vector. The choice of the
quantization axis ~z can be handled in an elegant way by decomposing the momentum k
into two arbitrary light-like reference momenta p and q:
k = p + q ; k2 =  m2 = 2pq ; p2 = q2 = 0 : (2.8)
Once the reference momenta p and q are chosen, the spin quantization axis of the polar-
ization vector  is set to be collinear to the direction of ~q in the rest frame. The 3 spin
wave functions depend on p and q, while this dependence would drop out in the squared
amplitudes summing over all spin directions. The massive spin one wave functions  are
given by the following polarization vectors (up to a phase factor) [65, 66]




 _aaqa ; (2.9)
(k; Jz = 0 ) =
1
2m
 _aa(p_apa   q_aqa) ; (2.10)
(k; Jz =  1) =   1p
2m
q_a
 _aapa : (2.11)
With dierent choices of reference momenta (p; q), one will get dierent helicity amplitudes.
While the (p; q)-dependence would drop o when one adds up all the squared helicity
amplitudes. Since we have the freedom to choose reference momenta for the interacting
spin one gauge bosons, with a clever choice one can not only simplify the computation
dramatically but also exhibit the helicity structure in a transparent manner.
For the process Z 0(k0) ! Z(k)(k0), since the spin quantization axis of a massless
photon is collinear to its moving direction, we choose the following reference momenta
 (k0) : r ; (2.12)
Z (k) : k = r + ak0 ; (2.13)
Z 0 0(k0) : k0 = r + (a+ 1)k0 ; (2.14)
where r2 = 0 and a = m2Z=(M
2
Z0  m2Z). For this clever choice, the spin quantization axes
of both Z 0 and Z are aligned to the photon moving direction, i.e., the direction of ~k0.
For Z 0 decay into two massive gauge bosons with a common mass mi, where mi = mW
for eq. (2.4) and mi = mZ for eq. (2.5), we choose the following reference momenta
Z1=W
+ 1(k1) : k1 = cp+ q ; (2.15)
Z2=W
  2(k2) : k2 = p+ cq ; (2.16)
Z 0 
0
(k0) : k0 = (1 + c)p+ (1 + c)q ; (2.17)








(bi   2) 1
2
q
b2i   4bi ; (2.18)




i . Under this choice of reference momenta, the spin quantization axes


















In sum, for the two cases discussed above the spin quantization axes of the decaying
massive gauge boson Z 0 as well as the two gauge bosons in the nal state, are aligned to
the same direction. Thus for the process Z 0 ! Z, it is not dicult to show the vanishing







Z 0;Z( ); ( ) = 0 ; (2.19)
A

Z 0();Z(+); ( ) = A Z 0();Z( ); (+) = 0 ; (2.20)
as a result of angular momentum conservation, cf., the left panel of gure 1. While the













Z0  m2Z) ; (2.21)
A2  A

Z 0(0);Z(+); ( ) = A Z 0(0);Z( ); (+)
=




Z0  m2Z) ; (2.22)
where   1  . Thus the total squared-amplitude read
Z 0 ! Z :
X
jA j2 = 2jA1j2 + 2jA2j2
=










Z0  m2Z)2 : (2.23)
The factor 2 in 2jA1j2 and 2jA2j2 arise because for each there are two helicity congurations,
cf., eqs. (2.21), (2.22), that are non-vanishing.








Z 0(+); ;  = A Z 0(+); 0; 0 = A Z 0(+); +;  = 0 ; (2.24)
A








Z 0(0); ;  = A Z 0(0); +; 0 = A Z 0(0); ; 0 = 0 ; (2.26)
A

Z 0(0); +;  = A Z 0(0); ;+ = A Z 0(0); 0; 0 = 0 ; (2.27)
where the rst three lines are due to angular momentum conservation, cf., the left panel
of gure 2 and the last line is due to the special choice of the reference momenta eqs. (2.15)
to (2.17). The residual set of non-vanishing helicity amplitudes are
A3  A









Z 0( ); ; 0 = A Z 0( ); 0;  : (2.28)
Explicitly they are given by










A3Z  A (Z 0 ! ZZ) = (cos


































Figure 1. The black dots in the center denote the decaying Z 0. In the center of mass frame, after
decay the photon and Z in the nal state are moving to the opposite directions. The single wavy
lines present the photon and the double wavy lines present the Z. The spin of the photon is along
(or opposite to) its moving direction. We choose the reference momenta of the massive Z as well
as the Z 0 in such a way that their spin quantization axes ( ~Jz) are aligned to the photon moving
direction. The emerald arrows present the spin of the Z 0, and the green arrows show the spin of the





and this process is not allowed as indicated by the red forbidden sign. The right panel shows the




and this process is allowed as indicated by
the green check sign.
where the coecients ci are given in eq. (2.18), and mi = mW for eq. (2.29) and mi = mZ
for eq. (2.30). The total squared-amplitudes read
Z 0 !W+W  :
X






Z0   4m2W ) ; (2.31)
Z 0 ! ZZ :
X
jA j2 = 2jA3Z j2 = 2(cos








Z0   4m2Z) :
(2.32)
Here the factor 4 for W+W  channel is due to the fact that there are in total 4 non-
vanishing helicity amplitudes in this channel, cf., eq. (2.28). The factor 2 for ZZ channel
is due to the fact that there are only 2 non-vanishing helicity amplitudes since the two
nal state particles are identical, e.g., A








amplitude for Z 0 ! ZZ channel.
In summary, by using the helicity formalism, we can see clearly which helicity modes
are forbidden as a result of angular momentum conservation, cf., eqs. (2.19), (2.20) and
(2.24) to (2.26) and also gures 1 and 2. In addition, there are multiple helicity amplitudes
























Figure 2. In the center of mass frame, after the decay the two massive gauge bosons in the nal
state are moving to the opposite directions. The black dots in the center again denote the decaying
Z 0. We have chosen the reference momenta in such a way that the spin quantization axes of these
three gauge bosons are aligned to the same direction, i.e., ~Jz. In general, for a massive gauge boson,
the direction of ~Jz is dierent with its moving direction because one can always boost it to other
reference frames. The emerald arrows present the spin of the Z 0, and the green arrows show the










Using the above the partial decay widths for the processes WW , ZZ, Z are given by




Z0   4m2W )3=2
4
; (2.33)
 (Z 0 ! ZZ) = (cos









 (Z 0 ! Z) = (1  )












In the limit M2Z0  m2W ;m2Z which holds to better than 1% accuracy one has the following
ratio among the three decay modes
 (W+W ) :  (ZZ) :  (Z) ' 2 : cos2 W (1 +  tan2 W )2 : (1  )2 sin2 W : (2.36)
For the case  = 0, the above ratio reduces to
 (W+W ) :  (ZZ) :  (Z) ' 2 : cos2 W : sin2 W ; (2.37)
and for the case  = 1, the above ratio gives
 (W+W ) :  (ZZ) :  (Z) ' 2 : cos 2 W : 0 : (2.38)
Thus we see that both the ZZ and the Z modes are highly model dependent and they
could be vanishing or non-vanishing depending on the value of  (which can be either
positive or negative); more LHC data are needed to fully discriminate the three diboson


















Regarding the coupling of the Z 0 to the standard model fermions, we will assume a lepto-
phobic Z 0 with the following direct interaction to quarks
Lint = gXZ 0qq : (3.1)







where Nc = 3 is the QCD color factor, and Nf is the number of quark avors that the Z
0
can decay into which is the number of kinematically allowed avors. Without going into
details we assume that our U(1)X with a gauged baryon number is anomaly free. Such
a U(1)X can arise in a variety of settings such as from gut models [72], or anomaly-free
family-dependent U(1)'s [73], with extra heavy chiral particles to cancel the anomaly [74{
77]. We further assume that the heavy chiral states are not accessible at the current LHC
energy and thus do not enter in Z 0 decay.
We discuss now the production cross section of the Z 0 at LHC at
p
s = 8 TeV and
estimate the size of the diboson excess. The parton level cross section for the process
qq ! Z 0 !W+W  using Breit-Wigner form for the Z 0 intermediate state is given by







where 2e = 
2=gX , xW  mW =mZ0 . The qq ! Z 0 ! ZZ cross section can be obtained
easily if one replaces mW by mZ and inserts the overall factor (cos
2 W +  sin
2 W )
2=2 to
the above W+W  cross section. The hadron cross section at the LHC (
p
s = 8 TeV) is
computed via the convolution
(pp! Z 0 !W+W ) = K
Z




where we use K ' 1:3 [78, 79] to approximate the next to leading correction and dL=d is
the parton luminosity given by dL=d() = 2 R 1 (dx=x) u(x)u (=x) + d(x) d (=x).
The most stringent LHC constraints for the leptophobic Z 0 come from the tt resonance
search [80, 81], and the dijet channel [82, 83]. The 95% CL upper limit on dijet cross
section for a 2 TeV Z 0 is (Z 0)  BR(Z 0 ! qq) < 100 fb [82]. For tt resonance search, the
95% CL upper limit for a 2 TeV Z 0 is (Z 0)  BR(Z 0 ! tt) < 11 (18) fb when  Z0 = 20
(200) GeV [80]. We use 11 fb as the limit in the tt channel for  Z0  20 GeV, 18 fb for  Z0 
200 GeV, and linearly interpolate these two values for decay widths in between. Because
the Z 0 boson couples universally to all quarks in our model, the current tt constraint turns
to be almost always stronger than the current dijet constraint at the LHC. Thus, we only
consider the tt constraint in our analysis.
An analysis of the diboson excess in the 2e   gX plane is exhibited in gure 3. Thus
the left panel of gure 3 gives the prediction of the model at
p

















Figure 3. Left panel: analysis at
p
s = 8 TeV using events over the energy range 1:8 TeV <
p
s^ <
2:2 TeV computed for both  = 0 and  = 1 cases: the red solid (blue dashed) curve predicts
WW+ZZ = 6 fb for the  = 0 ( = 1) case, where the Breit-Wigner eects of the Z
0 resonance have
been taken into account. The parameter region on the right hand side of the gray dot-dashed curve
is excluded by the tt resonance search at the LHC. Right panel: expected number of events in the
energy range 1:8 TeV < mV V < 2:2 TeV with an integrated luminosity 20 fb
 1 at LHC run II atp
s = 13 TeV. Here V V includes both WW and ZZ events. We take  = 0 here, and assume the
same event selection eciency with event topology requirements as given in the ATLAS analysis [1],
which is 80%.
curve gives rise to a diboson cross section WW+ZZ = 6 fb at LHC for
p
s = 8 TeV, where
 = 0 is taken.
For comparison we give the analysis by taking  = 1 which is shown by the blue
dashed curve which are shifted upward relative to the red solid curve, in the left panel
of gure 3. A prediction of what we will see at
p
s = 13 TeV at the LHC run II is given
in the right panel of gure 3 in terms of the expected number of events at an integrated
luminosity of 20 fb 1. The LHC production cross section at 13 TeV of the 2 TeV Z 0 boson
in our model is about 7 times larger than at 8 TeV: 13 TeV=8 TeV ' 7. In the LHC run II
results recently released, the diboson excess events near 2 TeV observed at the 8 TeV data
are not seen in the new 13 TeV data [84, 85]. However, because the new ATLAS (CMS)
data consist of an integrated luminosity of  3:2 (2:6) fb 1 only, its discovery potential is
not improved compared to the 8 TeV data with 20 fb 1 integrated luminosity. Thus we
take an agnostic attitude towards the diboson excess events and await future LHC data
with larger luminosity to sort this anomaly out. If less excess events are seen in the future
data, the parameter e should be increased to larger values for a given gX value.
4 Conclusion
In this work we have investigated the diboson excess seen at ATLAS via the decay of a lep-

















the diboson excess seen by the ATLAS collaboration within the model of eq. (2.1). Further,
the model makes the prediction of a Z mode which should also be seen. Additionally the
model predicts three-body decays such as WWZ, WW and four-body decay modes such
as WWWW , WWZZ, WWZ etc. Observation of such modes would provide a conr-
mation of the proposed model. We also make estimates of the diboson cross sections at
LHC run II.
The proposed model contains new interactions involving vertices Z 0ZZ;Z 0WW;Z 0Z
which can contribute to the oblique parameters. Specically, corrections to the parameter
S can arise from the Z   Z,  and Z    self-energy diagrams [86]. From eq. (2.3) we
see that the eective coupling is of the size ge  O(M2Z=2). Taking 2  10 TeV2, we
have that ge  10 3 and the loop is proportional to e = g2e=(4)  10 7. This is to
be compared to the electroweak ne-structure constant 2  0:033. Thus the contribution
from the new physics loops to the S parameter would be much smaller that the current error
corridor on S as can be seen from the global gtter [87] results which give S = 0:05 0:11.
The proposed interaction eq. (2.1) is phenomenological and it should be interesting
to look for an ultraviolet complete model that can give rise to such an interaction if the
results of LHC run I are conrmed in LHC run II. Our purpose in investigating the model
of eq. (2.1) is to show that there exists an interaction which could produce the desired
diboson resonance. The largeness of the eect seen demands that the eective scale  be
not too high. A more fundamental model which replaces eq. (2.1) would only readjust the
parameters but our main hypothesis that any fundamental interaction that can produce
eq. (2.1) can explain the experimental observation would still hold. An interesting attribute
of eq. (2.1) is that it is a CP-violating interaction and thus a check of this model and
specically of eqs. (2.36) to (2.38) implies that one is testing a new source of CP violation
which is accessible at LHC energies. We note that  is not necessarily the mass of a eld
but a composite scale, and the mass of the heavy eld that gives rise to eq. (2.1) could be
much higher. Consider, for example, a two-index eld  with a Lagrangian interaction
L  m21 +m 12 J with J = FF  +m23(@C + @C). Integration on the
 eld leads to the interaction of eq. (2.1) with   m1m2=m3. It is clear that the choice
m3=m2 ' 6 will lead to m1  10 TeV, i.e., the mass of the heavy eld would be signicantly
higher than the resonance mass.
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